Projects

Creating and editing projects
Project updates
Project references
Following projects

What project are you working on right now?
Add your current project and we'll find the right audience to follow your research.

Project title
Enter a title

Concise titles help people understand your project at a glance.

Project goal
Enter the goal of your project

Enter the aim or objective. Most people add 2-3 sentences.

Project visibility (Staff only)
public (anyone can see)

Add project

Projects is a space for all of your research – no matter where you are in the research process. By adding projects, you can create exposure for your work and interact with your audience and peers.

Add your own projects to collaborate with others on a current project and organize your existing work so that others can find it and see it in context. As a project collaborator, you can ask questions and get feedback on your work, and share all your new research with your followers.

Follow other researchers’ projects to see what your peers are working on, keep up with new developments in your field, and add comments and questions to interact directly with others about their research.